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As I can get the reading from the accelerometer of the smartphone and also can detect whether you are 

close to an ibeacon, let's make up a mobile application to do the following: 

 

Assume the patient or disable people bring the smartphone to the toilet or living room when they put it on 

their shirt pocket. (within close proximity of an ibeacon), if it detects: 

 

1) a fall (a sudden move) and then there is no movement afterwards, sounds an alarm; 

2) no movement for a long time, say 30 minutes, sounds another alarm; 

 

3) If the smartphone is not within close proximity of the ibeacon, it is not in the toilet and so we do not 

issue any warning. 

 

Scenario 1 is preventing the patient falling down if they have slip on the floor over 3 minutes, the alarm will 

be raised up and the smartphone dial up to their caregiver or family member automatically when the user 

go to the toilet and slip and fall and is unconscious. 

 

Scenario 2 is assume the user go to the toilet to take a shower, put down the phone and somehow fall and 

fell unconscious, so I think it is not normal to take a shower more than 30 minutes.* [1] 

 

For Scenario 3, if all these happen Not in the toilet, I just assume the user just drop the phone or put the 

phone on a table for a long time, so the app should do nothing. 

 

*Note: For demonstration purpose, we do not need to wait for 30 minutes for Scenario 2, we can reduce it 

to 15 seconds!     

 

[1]  the algorithm of alarm triggering    

the smartphone has put in the pocket by patient, the average [x,y,z axis] value put in the arraylist for each 

minutes, when every 15  minutes the arraylist should find the [max - min] value  

if the value < 3 

     no movement detection, alarm is raising n phone dial up automatically  

else 

      counter will be reset 


